Official Contest Rules
These Official Hunt Rules (the “Official Hunt Rules”) are provided by Money Hunter
Project Corporation (“MoneyHunter Corp”). The Official Hunt Rules apply to the
skill-based treasure hunt and brain teaser contests administered by MoneyHunter Corp
(a “Hunt”) through the website moneyhuntercorp.com (the “Website”) and its
associated mobile application (the “App”) (the Website and the App, together, the “
Platform”), unless stipulated otherwise. Hunt entrants are responsible for reviewing
and understanding these Official Hunt Rules prior to entering a Hunt. By entering into a
Hunt you accept the terms and conditions of these Official Hunt Rules and agree to be
legally bound by them.
Hunts are intended only for residents where offering and use of the Platform is lawful.
Hunts are governed by Canadian law.

Official rules

1.

Eligibility
1.1. To be eligible to enter a Hunt and to be eligible to win the Prize, you must be,
at the time of entry into a Hunt:
(a) a registered account (“Account”) holder on the Platform who has agreed to
the Terms of Use of the Platform (the “Terms of Use”) and the Privacy Policy of
the Platform, and is not in breach of the Terms of Use either at the time of entry,
before the time of entry, or during the Hunt Period set out below;
(b) at least sixteen (16) years of age at the time of entry into a Hunt, and if you
are under the age of majority in your jurisdiction but are sixteen (16) years of age
or, you must also have received the consent of your parent or legal guardian to
participate in a Hunt; and
(c) a permanent, legal resident of a jurisdiction where offering and use of the
Platform is lawful.
1.2. You are ineligible to enter a Hunt and ineligible to win the Prize if
MoneyHunter Corp has banned you from participating in a Hunt or all Hunts on the
Website.

1.3. Employees, officers, and directors (including immediate family members and
members of the same household of such persons, including common law spouses) of
MoneyHunter Corp, and each of its affiliated companies or agents, are not eligible to
enter Hunts.
1.4. MoneyHunter Corp shall have the right at any time to require proof of identity
and/or eligibility to participate in a Hunt. Failure to provide such proof may result in
disqualification. All personal and other information requested by and supplied to
MoneyHunter Corp for the purpose of a Hunt must be truthful, complete, accurate
and in no way misleading.
1.5. MoneyHunter Corp reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to disqualify any
entrant should such an entrant at any stage supply untruthful, incomplete, inaccurate
or misleading personal details and/or information.

2.

Hunt Details
2.1. A Hunt may consist of one or more riddles, puzzles, or other skill-testing
challenges (each, a “Puzzle”). The goal of the Hunt is to successfully complete the
Puzzle(s) as quickly as possible. The entrant who completes the Puzzle(s) first is,
subject to these Official Hunt Rules, the winner of the Hunt.
2.2. Each Puzzle must be solved using your own ingenuity and cleverness, and
cannot be solved (i) by using the assistance of bots, automated programs, player
collusion, any type of modifications, or similar methods or by otherwise committing
fraud in relation to the Hunt, or (ii) by altering the human skill component of the
Hunt or Puzzle.
2.3. At any given time, there may be a Current Hunt and a Next Hunt displayed on
the Platform. A “Current Hunt” is a Hunt that is currently active, whereas a “Next
Hunt” is a hunt that will begin at some time in the future, as indicated on the
Platform. Both a Current Hunt and a Next Hunt are herein referred to as a Hunt.
2.4. Each Hunt commences when the timer displayed on the Platform
corresponding to that Hunt reaches 00:00 (the “Hunt Start Time”) and ends
immediately upon the Puzzle(s) being successfully solved by the first entrant to do
so, and such entrant being confirmed the winner pursuant to Section 5.5 of these
Official Hunt Rules (the “Hunt Period”).

2.5. If, after one month following the Hunt Start Time, no entrant has solved the
Puzzle(s), MoneyHunter Corp will release a free clue to each entrant (a “Clue
”) through the Platform, and each entrant will be notified via push notification of the
release of the Clue. A new Clue will be released in this manner each month until the
Puzzle(s) is solved and the Hunt Period ends. MoneyHunter Corp will provide
notice one day in advance of each Clue being released.
2.6. The Hunt computer system is used to govern all computer and time-related
aspects of the Hunt and is the official time-keeping device for the Hunt.

3.

How to enter Hunt
3.1. To enter a Hunt:
(a) Log in to the Platform with your Account;
(b) Once logged in to the Platform, click on either the “Current Hunt” or “Next
Hunt” icons, depending on which Hunt you wish to enter.
(c) Pay the entry fee (the “Entry Fee”) for the selected Hunt, as prompted by
the Platform.
3.2. You will be able to enter each Hunt beginning at the time when the option to
do so becomes available on the Platform, until the end of the Hunt Period.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, MoneyHunter Corp may stop accepting new entrants
at any time prior to the end of the Hunt Period (“Early Closure”) if MoneyHunter
Corp determines, in its sole discretion, that accepting new entrants would result in
those new entrants being at an unacceptable disadvantage relative to earlier entrants.
If MoneyHunter Corp stops accepting new entrants pursuant to this Section 3.2
, any person that attempts to enter a Hunt after the Early Closure will be notified that
entry has been closed, and they will not be charged the Entry Fee.
3.3. By entering a Hunt after the Hunt Start Time, you acknowledge and agree that
you may be at a disadvantage relative to entrants that entered the Hunt at or prior to
the Hunt Start Time. For greater certainty, although you can enter the Hunt prior to
the Hunt Start Time, the Hunt does not begin, and the Puzzle(s) will not be
accessible, until the Hunt Start Time.

3.4. ENTRY FEES
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Prize
4.1. The prize available to be won for each Hunt consists of:
(a) if the entrant enters the Hunt at or after the Hunt Start Time, the monetary
sum identified on the Platform as the “prize money” corresponding to that Hunt
(the “Base Prize”); and
(b) if the entrant enters the Hunt prior to the Hunt Start Time, the Base Prize,
as well as the monetary sum identified as the “bonus money” corresponding to
that Hunt (the “Bonus”)
(the Base Prize and the Bonus are referred to individually and together as the “Prize
”).
4.2. If the Hunt Winner is not eligible to receive the Bonus, the Bonus may be
applied towards the Prize of future Hunts, in MoneyHunter Corp’s sole discretion.
4.3. The Hunt Winner is solely responsible for paying all taxes and for all tax
reporting associated with the receipt or use of the Prize. If you are the Hunt Winner,
you agree to cooperate with the MoneyHunter Corp’s reasonable requests in
connection with completion and submission of applicable tax forms and any other
required tax filings or compliance matters and consent to the disclosure to
MoneyHunter Corp of your personal information in connection with the same.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, for tax reporting purposes, if the
winner is a resident of the U.S. they may be required to provide MoneyHunter Corp
with a valid tax identification number or social security number and MoneyHunter
Corp may issue an IRS form 1099-MISC in the winner’s name.
4.4. The Prize will be paid to the Hunt Winner without undue delay.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the timeliness of the Prize payment may be subject
to reasonable limits caused by payment processing capacity. The Hunt Winner may
have the option of paying an additional processing fee to expedite the payment of
the Prize, which will be communicated to the Hunt Winner by MoneyHunter Corp at
the time or shortly after the entrant is declared the Hunt Winner.

5.

Selection of Winner
5.1. When the Puzzle(s) is successfully solved by the first entrant to do so, that
entrant becomes the selected entrant (the “Selected Entrant”).
5.2. Despite the Selected Entrant being identified, the Hunt will continue. Any
subsequent entrant who successfully solves the Puzzle(s) will be notified that there
have been other entrants that solved the Puzzle(s) before them, and they will be
added to the queue of successful entrants.
5.3. The Selected Entrant will be contacted by telephone, Skype (or another
comparable video chat platform), or other similar form of telecommunications (a “
Notice”) shortly following the identification of the Selected Entrant. For this reason,
it is imperative that you provide us with correct contact information when you
register your Account. You agree that you will be solely responsible for any costs
you incur in connection with Notices you receive.
5.4. If the Selected Entrant cannot be contacted within seven (7) days them being
identified as the Selected Entrant, they will be disqualified and the next entrant to
successfully solve the Puzzle(s) will be declared the new Selected Entrant, as
identified from the queue described in Section 5.2. The process above will be
repeated until such time as contact is made with a Selected Entrant or there are no
more eligible entrants. By entering the Hunt, you agree that MoneyHunter Corp is
not responsible for: (a) lost, undeliverable, rejected, illegible, corrupted,
misappropriated, or misdirected Notices; (b) telecommunication or electrical
malfunctions, unavailability, degradation, failures, or errors; (c) incorrectly collected
information; or (d) human interference.
5.5. Prior to the Selected Entrant being declared the official winner of the Hunt
(the “Hunt Winner”), MoneyHunter Corp will, at the time MoneyHunter Corp
successfully contacts the Selected Entrant to provide the Notice:
(a) require that the Selected Entrant explain the method by which they arrived
at the solution of the Puzzle(s); and
(b) verify that the identity of the Selected Entrant matches the identity of the
holder of the Account that was used to enter the Hunt.

If MoneyHunter Corp is satisfied with the Selected Entrant’s explanation and
identity verification, in MoneyHunter Corp’s sole discretion, that Selected Entrant
will be declared the Hunt Winner. If the Selected Entrant is unable to explain the
method by which they arrived at the solution; if MoneyHunter Corp can prove that
the Selected Entrant violated Section 2.2 of these Official Hunt Rules; or if the
Selected Entrant cannot verify that their identity matches that of the Account holder,
the Selected Entrant may be disqualified, in MoneyHunter Corp’s sole discretion,
and the process described in Section 5.4 will be followed until such time as there is
one confirmed Hunt Winner or no more eligible entrants are available.
5.6. If two or more entrants solve the Puzzle(s) at the same time (the “Tied
Entrants”), each of the Tied Entrants will proceed through the process described in
Section 5.3 through 5.5 concurrently. If all or some of the Tied Entrants are declared
the Hunt Winner, the Prize will be divided equally among such Tied Entrants. If one
of the Tied Entrants is eligible for the Bonus, while the other Tied Entrant is not, the
Tied Entrant that is eligible for the Bonus will receive the entirety of the Bonus, and
the Base Prize will be divided equally among the Tied Entrants.
5.7. Immediately upon a Selected Entrant being declared the Hunt Winner,
MoneyHunter Corp will notify every other entrant in the Hunt that the Hunt Period
has ended. At that moment, the Hunt is over and the Prize will no longer be
available to be won.
5.8. You acknowledge that the outcome of the Hunt is related to the number of
entrants participating, and the skill levels of each entrant participating.
MoneyHunter Corp does not comment or have knowledge of the probability of one
entrant winning the Hunt compared to another entrant, and makes no representations
about an individual entrant's chances of winning.

6.

Release Form
6.1. Prior to receiving the Prize, the Hunt Winner will be required to sign a
Declaration, Liability, and Publicity Release Form (the “Release Form”) and return
it to MoneyHunter Corp by no later than the date which is 30 days after delivery of
the Release Form to the Hunt Winner (such date, the “Release Deadline”).
6.2. By completing and returning the Release Form, the Hunt Winner confirms
compliance with the Official Hunt Rules, accepts the Prize as awarded, without
substitution, releases the Releasees (as specified more fully in Section 7
, below) from all liability relating to the Hunt and/or to the Prize, and consent to the

use of their name, address (city and province), likeness, video, and/or photograph,
without additional compensation, in connection with any publicity carried out by or
on behalf of MoneyHunter Corp with respect to the Hunt.
6.3. The Hunt Winner may be required, at MoneyHunter Corp’s sole discretion, to
provide with the Release Form, a copy of their photo identification showing their
valid address and age.
6.4. MoneyHunter Corp may disqualify the Hunt Winner if: (a) the Release Form
is not completed to the reasonable satisfaction of MoneyHunter Corp; or (b) the
Release Form is not returned to MoneyHunter Corp by the Release Deadline
6.5. IF MONEYHUNTER CORP DETERMINES THAT THE HUNT WINNER
HAS NOT COMPLIED WITH THESE OFFICIAL HUNT RULES THEY WILL
BE DEEMED DISQUALIFIED. MONEYHUNTER CORP’S DECISION TO
DISQUALIFY A SELECTED ENTRANT IS WITHIN THE SOLE DISCRETION
OF MONEYHUNTER CORP. ALL DECISIONS AND DETERMINATION OF
MONEYHUNTER CORP ARE FINAL AND BINDING.

7.

Release & Indemnity

7.1. BY ENTERING IN A HUNT, YOU HEREBY RELEASE, HOLD
HARMLESS, AND FOREVER DISCHARGE MONEYHUNTER CORP,
FACEBOOK, INC., SKYPE INC., GOOGLE LLC, AND APPLIE INC.,
AND EACH OF THEIR AFFILIATED AND RELATED COMPANIES,
BUSINESS PARTNERS, ADVERTISING AND PROMOTIONAL AGENCIES,
AND EACH OF THEIR RESPECTIVE DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES,
AGENTS, REPRESENTATIVES, SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS AND ALL
OTHERS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DEVELOPMENT, ORGANIZATION,
AND/OR EXECUTION OF THE HUNT (COLLECTIVELY, THE “RELEASEES
”), FROM AND AGAINST ANY AND ALL MANNER OF ACTION, CAUSES
OF ACTION, SUITS, DEBTS, COVENANTS, CONTRACTS, LIABILITIES,
CLAIMS, AND DEMANDS, INCLUDING LEGAL FEES AND EXPENSES,
WHATSOEVER, (COLLECTIVELY, “CLAIMS”) INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, CLAIMS BASED ON NEGLIGENCE, BREACH OF CONTRACT,
AND FUNDAMENTAL BREACH, AND LIABILITY FOR PHYSICAL INJURY,
DEATH, OR PROPERTY DAMAGE, WHICH YOU OR YOUR
ADMINISTRATORS, HEIRS, SUCCESSORS, OR ASSIGNS MIGHT HAVE OR
COULD HAVE, BY REASON OF OR ARISING OUT OF (A) YOUR
PARTICIPATION IN THE HUNT OR THE AWARDING, ACCEPTANCE,
POSSESSION, USE, OR ENJOYMENT OF ANY PRIZE; (B) THE PUBLICITY
RIGHTS GRANTED TO MONEYHUNTER CORP BY YOU; OR (C) THESE
OFFICIAL HUNT RULES.
7.2. By entering into a Hunt, you agree to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the
Releasees from any and all losses, damages, liabilities, deficiencies, actions,
judgments, interest, awards, penalties, fines, costs or expenses of whatever kind,
including reasonable legal fees and the cost of enforcing any right to indemnification
hereunder and the cost of pursuing any insurance providers (collectively, “Losses”)
arising out of or resulting from: (a) your participation in a Hunt; (b) your receipt,
possession, loss, or use of the Prize; (c) the publicity rights granted to MoneyHunter
Corp by you; or (d) any non-compliance by you with any of the Official Hunt Rules
or the Platform’s Terms of Use.
7.3. By entering in a Hunt, if you are declared the Hunt Winner, you consent to the
use of your name, address (city and province), likeness, voice, comments,
statements, picture, video, and/or photographs (collectively, “Personality
”), without additional compensation or notice, in connection with any advertising,
promotion, or publicity carried out now or in the future, in any media or on the
Platform, by or on behalf of MoneyHunter Corp, and you grant to MoneyHunter
Corp any and all rights to such use.

7.4. The Hunt Winner agrees to cooperate in any investigations by MoneyHunter
Corp to confirm their eligibility and to help ensure that the use of such Hunt
Winner’s information in advertising or publicity for the Hunt will not bring
MoneyHunter Corp into public disrepute, contempt, scandal or ridicule or reflect
unfavourably on the Hunt or MoneyHunter Corp as determined by MoneyHunter
Corp in its sole discretion. MoneyHunter Corp may deem the Hunt Winner
disqualified if MoneyHunter Corp is dissatisfied, in the sole discretion of
MoneyHunter Corp, with the results of the investigation.

8.

General
8.1. By entering the Hunt, you agree to: (a) read, abide and be bound by these
Official Hunt Rules, including all eligibility requirements and by the decisions of
MoneyHunter Corp, made in its sole discretion, which shall be final and binding in
all matters relating to the Hunt; and (b) waive any rights to claim ambiguity
regarding these Official Hunt Rules. Entrants who have not complied with the
Official Hunt Rules are subject to disqualification.
8.2. MoneyHunter Corp reserve the right to amend these Official Contest Rules
and any document referred to herein, or any part thereof, at any time, by posting the
amended version on the Platform and providing you notification via the Platform or
at the email address linked to your Account. Such amendment will become effective
immediately following such notice. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the amendments
will not apply to any Hunts that have already begun at the time of such notice. The
version of the Official Contest Rules in effect at the Hunt Start Time shall govern
the corresponding Hunt.
8.3. MoneyHunter Corp reserves the right to cancel, terminate, modify, or suspend
in whole or in part any Hunt at any time and in any way, without prior notice.
Without limiting the foregoing, if for any reason a Hunt is not capable of running as
originally planned, for example as a result of tampering or infection by a computer
virus, MoneyHunter Corp reserves the right to cancel, modify, or suspend the Hunt

8.4. MoneyHunter Corp does not assume any responsibility for and is not
responsible for (i) the incorrect or inaccurate capture of entry information and
entries that fail to comply with the Official Hunt Rules; (ii) any loss, damage, or
claims caused by the Prize or the Hunt itself; (iii) your inability to access the Prize;
or (iv) any failure of the Platform during the Hunt Period, including any problems,
human or technical errors, printing or typographical errors, lost, delayed or garbled
data or transmissions, omissions, interruptions, deletions, defects or failures of any
telephone or computer lines or networks, technical malfunctions of any computer
online systems, computer equipment, servers, access providers, software, failure of
any e-mail or entry to be received on account of technical problems or traffic
congestion on the Internet or at any website, or any combination thereof including
any injury or damage to an entrant’s or any other person’s computer relating to or
resulting from downloading any material connected to the Hunt, all of which may
affect a person’s ability to participate in the Hunt.
8.5. MoneyHunter Corp does not assume any responsibility for and is not
responsible for electronic communications which are undeliverable as a result of any
form of active or passive filtering of any kind or insufficient space in an entrant’s
mailbox to receive e-mail messages, or for late, lost, illegible, incomplete, falsified,
damaged, misdirected, mutilated, garbled, or incomplete entries, which will be void.
8.6. Entry materials/data that have been tampered with or altered are void.
8.7. Entries generated by a script, macro, bot, or other automated means will be
disqualified. Entries that are incomplete, garbled, corrupted, or unintelligible for any
reason, including, but not limited to, computer or network malfunction or
congestion, are void and will not be accepted.
8.8. If your Account is terminated by MoneyHunter Corp or you, or is otherwise
closed, you are deemed disqualified from the Hunt.
8.9. Any attempt to deliberately damage any website or to undermine the
legitimate operation of the Hunt is a violation of criminal and civil laws. Should
such an attempt be made, MoneyHunter Corp reserves the right to seek remedies
and damages to the fullest extent permitted by law, including criminal prosecution,
and to disqualify an entrant from the Hunt or any other Hunt conducted by
MoneyHunter Corp now or in the future. In the event it is determined that an entrant
has entered the Hunt in a manner contrary to the Official Hunt Rules, the entrant
will be disqualified.
8.10. The Hunt is subject to all applicable laws.

8.11. All entries become the property of MoneyHunter Corp and none will be
returned.
8.12. The Hunt is void where prohibited by law. All issues and questions
concerning the construction, validity, interpretation, and enforceability of the
Official Hunt Rules, or the rights and obligations of entrants, or MoneyHunter Corp
in connection with the Hunt, shall be governed by and construed in accordance with
the laws of the Province of British Columbia and the laws of Canada applicable
therein, without regard to conflicts of law principles.
8.13. In the event of any discrepancy or inconsistency between the terms and
conditions of these Official Hunt Rules and disclosures or other statements
contained in any Hunt-related materials or content, including, but not limited to: the
Hunt entry form, and/or point of sale, television, print or online advertising, and the
Platform; the terms and conditions of these Official Hunt Rules shall prevail, govern
and control.

9.

Privacy
9.1. MoneyHunter Corp respects each entrant’s right to privacy. By entering the
Hunt and voluntarily providing personal information, you consent and agree to the
collection, use, and disclosure of your information for the administration of the Hunt
in accordance with the applicable privacy policies of MoneyHunter Corp available
at Privacy Policy.

10.

Third Parties
10.1. This Hunt is not sponsored, endorsed, administered by or associated with
Facebook, Inc., Apple LLC, Skype Inc., Google LLC, Alphabet Inc., or any of their
affiliated or related companies.

